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Quite a
journey
Article by Emma

Ridgway

This first year of trading as Acer Machinery Solutions Ltd has been

quite incredible, not only is this my first business venture, I have

needed to embrace and learn many complex rules and regulations

and essential contracts, not to mention writing a business plan,

installing new systems and accounting (ughh!).  

I have had a lot of fun being involved with the design of the

company logo, promoting the new business and its collaboration

with the manufacturers represented, Mespack and UET, thank

goodness for my marketing experience to date.   

Fortunately with a strong background as both manufacturers Sales

Manager, project work and new sales leads have been the hub of the

business and something that I feel  comfortable doing. My husband's

motto “Focus on what you are good at and let the rest take care of

itself" has become a day to day calming tool and one that will stay

with me for a long time yet.

Workloads are challenging, but I wouldn’t have it any other way.  I

am very proud of Acer Machinery and proud to be its founder and

Director.  Acer Machinery is committed to giving its customers a

personalised service ensuring that they get the correct equipment

solution for their business and have continuing support through

machine build, install and its working years in production.                          
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It's Our First
Anniversary 



Focus on what you
are good at and let
the rest take care of
itself

Despite a massive learning curve, my passion and drive has seen

me not only rise to the challenge but succeed, and for that I am

very grateful to all those who have supported me, my colleagues at

Mespack and UET, support from business colleagues, friends and of

course the unquestionable support from the family, whom without

it would have been even harder. 

Year 1 has seen new machine sales secured with both new and

existing customers and the aftersales side of the business grow to

be a busy department in itself. Since Brexit and the complex

Customs processes, Acer Machinery is offering all its customers

delivery of their original manufacturers spares consumables on a

DDP basis - taking the added complications of customs duty and

taxes, out of the way for the customer. This service, in addition to

the full support given to any enquiry that comes in for spares,

retrofits, servicing and install/commissioning requirements, has

seen the aftersales side of the business grow considerably. 

New Office
Run with passion, committment, built with love and determination

With the growth seen during this year it was becoming essential to move into an office and

expand the workforce.  In February together with my husband we set about renovating an

unloved building and now have totally transformed it into the new offices of Acer Machinery

Solutions,  With sheer grit and determination and a lot of elbow grease the office was ready for

occupation at the end of May, 2 months ahead of schedule. With the final touches applied it has

now been officially opened in time for the anniversary celebrations. 

Beginning of July, the team expanded with a part-time office assistant joining offering vital

admin support and learning the ropes in spares consumables, welcome Jean. 



With expertise and proven technology in working with

recyclable materials, Mespack have opened their

excellence centre with a trial machine configured with a

zipper applicator and spout applicator, to manufacturers

who are themselves wanting to start producing their

sachets and pouches with these new sustainable

materials.  

Recyclable laminates, recyclable reclosable features and

paper materials are challenging to work with.  Sealing

being one of the main challenges as the sealing

temperature and processing window varies, depending on

the materials structure. The mechanical challenges seen

include materials having less structure, the tendency to

shrink when heated, and overstretching when pulled. 

Mespack face these with several features which include

Elmedur sealing jaws for optimal heat transfer, special

alloy perforators, cooling systems and by using cameras

that control the sealing position, which help to avoid

stretching of such materials by referencing the eye mark

and adjusting as needed, minimizing film waste. Other

closely guarded features have been developed for

advanced handling requirements.

A busy year for UET producing a number  of machines

for customers worldwide, each with very individual

specifications.  UK machine orders have seen a wide

spectrum of different technologies used. Machines

delivered include:

 

- Compact 4 Maxi prepared with hotmelt & a labyrinth

closing system for large boxes up to 300mm high.

 Synchronised with an overhead filler has been delivered

for a seed product and slug/snail repellent. 

- Compact 4S prepared with a Universal Cobot for the

automatic intuitive loading of high end matt glass

cosmetic bottles for cleansers, oils, serums etc.  Machine

prepared to run in a  mirrored sequence to that of a

standard machine and is specified additionally with

leaflet inserter, emboss coder and an extended box

magazine for longer run times.

- Compact 4S prepared with hotmelt tooling for an

existing customer, this second machine goes to an

organic dental care manufacturer with a grouping table

for their semi-automated packing of their natural oral

products. 

- Compact 4S prepared to run with a large variety of

reverse tuck in and aeroplane tuck cartons, Finished with

an emboss coding unit to code the lower flap and leaflet

inserter this machine is located within a cosmetic

contract packer in the south of the UK.

Industry 4.0 Mespack ATHENA™ has been launched across new machines.   ATHENA™ an
onboard computer control suite with IIoT application, equipment has been further advanced,
by providing easy and fast visualisation of machine information, data analysis designed to
maximise team’s performance, while allowing faster and better decision making. 

. 


